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There is a huge variety of theoretical and experimental researches for 
disclosing mechanisms of gene expression regulation. One of the basic 
concepts are transcription factors which represent ability of recognition of 
specific short fragments of DNA called binding sites. Therefore much 
attention is paid to binding sites recognition methods. We tested 2 popular 
sites search methods: MATCH  and FOOTPRINT and shown the distribution 
of their positive prediction value and sensitivity.  

The introduction 
There is a huge variety of theoretical and experimental researches for disclosing mechanisms of 

gene expression regulation. One of the basic concepts playing a key role during a transcription, are 
transcription factors which represent regulatory ability of recognition of specific short fragments of 
DNA called binding sites. Therefore much attention is paid to binding sites recognition methods. 
Despite of a variety of approaches [1, 2, and 3], the problem of construction of exact methods of 
recognition of TF binding sites now cannot be considered completely solved. The reason is big 
variety of contextual, physical and chemical and conformational features of binding sites, 
mechanisms of interactions between sites and transcription factors, specificity of the surrounding 
context of binding sites, degrees of conservatism of nucleotide context in evolution. The recognition 
quality of binding sites search methods depends on type of sites. For example some types of sites 
are well distinguished by matrixes, but for others more complex methods are necessary. Also 
recognition quality directly depends on parameters used in recognition algorithms. 

 
Method 

The recognition quality can be analyzed from distribution of two parameters: positive prediction 
value FP−= 1α  and sensitivity FN−= 1β . They correspond to false positive (FP) and false 
negative (FN) errors. Let S  are known experimental sites. { }ns,...,s1= { mqqQ ,...,1 }=  are the sites 
found by a certain method. Denote ji qs ≈  that site  matches  (it is recognized by ). Let 

 is a set of sites that recognizes sites from S correctly. 

 is a set of sites that are correctly recognized. Then
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The basic problem is that is not all of the sites are discovered and annotated. Denote { }kt,...,t1T  
are unknown sites. Joint of known and unknown sites is all set of sites . Let’s transfer 

PPV and sensitivity with consideration of unknown sites
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.  Let also the amount of recognized unknown sites depends on amount of recognized ]1,0(∈αk
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known sites similarly: Tkk
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Let's notice, that generally for various transcription factors there are various constants  
The constant  does not depend on observed search method. As sites from set T are not known, 
assume that other constants k  and  also do not depend on a method. Then for the comparative 

analysis of methods it is enough to use distribution

βα kkkT ,, .

βα , , keeping in mind that it is not an absolute, 
but relative estimation of methods. Quality of a method of recognition varies for different factors, 
for different groups of sequences, as well as for parameters of a method. Parameters are not 
comparable for various groups of factors and groups of sequences, but they are comparable inside 
one group of factors and sequences. 

 
Implementation 

The system of comparison is implemented in GRESA DT system [4] as the module. For addition 
of a new method for testing it is enough to implement a function with use of the common 
mechanisms of calculation of statistics. If the method demands use of the additional data these data 
should be added in that way that for calculation of statistics in methods the same set of genes and 
transcription factors was used. During work of a method the statistics is stored in visualization 
friendly way. 

 
Results 

We tested 2 popular sites search methods: MATCH [1] and FOOTPRINT [5, 6.] MATCH is a 
method based on weight matrices. It is the most widely used method. FOOTPRINT - a method 
which is taking into account the evolutionary similarity of sequences. Firstly alignment of 
sequences is built, and then aligned sequences are scanned for binding sites which are recognized 
on both sequences in the same alignment block. Quality FOOTPRINT method highly depends on a 
homology of sequences taken. In the given method the data with a low threshold of homology is 
used. Genomic alignments from rVISTA Group [7] of human and mouse were used. These are 
alignments of the big DNA fragments (around 100000 bp) of mouse genome on complete human 
genome. Then only fragments containing known promoters were selected. For the analysis the data 
on genomic human sites were taken from TRANSFAC database [8]. Consider two distributions 

mα  - for method MATCH and ff βα ,  - for method FOOTPRINT.  
The comparative analysis shows, that at parameters of methods at which )0081.0,0043.0(∈α  

method MATCH gives the best prediction, and at other accessible values method FOOTPRINT is 
more appropriate. 
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The comparison of MATCH and FOOTPRINT methods
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Fig 1. Distribution of positive prediction value FP−= 1α  and sensitivity FN−= 1β  for MATCH and 

FOOTPRINT methods of binding sites search. The more α  andβ , the quality of recognition is better. Various 

combinations of parameters are applied for various practical tasks, and give different combinations of
βα ,

. 
Therefore all cumulative distribution is shown. 
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